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By Ted Bruning

Shire Publications Ltd. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Whisky: The Industry and the
Drink, Ted Bruning, A dram of fine scotch can transport us to Scotland - Highlands or Lowlands,
coast or island - from anywhere in the world. This fully illustrated book looks at the ingredients and
processes, the distilleries, the famous whiskies, and the wealth of colourful tales that make scotch
whisky what it is. Inside front: Scotch whisky: words redolent of Highland vistas and wind-blown
coasts, carefully guarded family traditions and the living heritage of craft-based distilling. Yet
despite these very specific associations it is also the world's most popular spirit, with new devotees
flocking constantly from across the globe. Scotch Whisky looks at the history of the industry and
drink - from moonlighters and Excisemen through prohibition up to recent competition from
trendier clear spirits - and at what makes each malt whisky so unique: the various distilleries, the
raw materials, the distillation and maturation, the sometimes minute variations that can make
tremendous differences in flavor and aroma. Looking as well at grain whisky and blends, it is the
only guide you will need to scotch and the scotch industry, whether touring distilleries or relaxing...
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The very best ebook i ever study. It really is rally fascinating throgh reading through period of time. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding,
once you begin to read the book.
-- Colem a n K r eig er-- Colem a n K r eig er

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am happy to inform you that this is the best
book i have read through during my own lifestyle and can be he best publication for at any time.
-- Mr s. Phoebe Schim m el-- Mr s. Phoebe Schim m el
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